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Hilary Johnson
IDA Editor

ASID held its successful conference in Coolangatta from November 
14-16. It was an action packed conference with six keynotes and 
numerous presentations - all “shaking it up”. This edition of IDA 
illustrates some of the fun aspects of the conference through a 
photospread and vox pops (see page 38). One of the key cries 
from the conference was “nothing without us” (dropping the about 
us) and ASID is working on ways to be as inclusive as possible 
across all its events and social media. For more information from the 
keynotes you need to listen to the next podcast which features the 
keynotes talking about their papers. Go to http://www.asid.asn.au/
publications/podcasts

November is also the time ASID has a board meeting and annual 
general meeting. The division reports (see pages 20) reflect the 
diversity of activity over the Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand. 
The annual report is available on our website http://www.asid.asn.
au/about/annual-reports

The theme for this quarter is justice and the criminal system. We 
have three articles all with directions to improve systems and 
supports. Kathy Ellem (keynote at ASID conference) shows through 
a case study what can go wrong and ways in which a relationship 
practice approach can turn around a person’s life. Sally Kedge, a 
New Zealand Communication Assistant, describes her role in the 
justice system and the type of communication supports that can 
help in the courts and with the police. Georgia Burn and Cathy 
Townsend talk about working with police to make their watch house 
more communication accessible. Cathy discusses her reactions to 
being in role plays with the police and the experience of being a 
communication assessor.

We have a new feature this month – the Quiz! You may not know all 
the answers- some can be found in this edition of IDA while others 
can be found on the ASID website. Do it over a cup of tea with your 
colleagues or friends and let me know if you like it. 

Hope you have a good break over summer. The next edition will 
be in early April and the theme will be “Communication and its 
challenges”. Articles are very welcome.

Welcome to 
the December 
edition of IDA 

Magazine

idaeditor@asid.asn.au

http://www.asid.asn.au/publications/podcasts
http://www.asid.asn.au/publications/podcasts
http://www.asid.asn.au/about/annual-reports 
http://www.asid.asn.au/about/annual-reports 
http://www.asid.asn.au/about/annual-reports 
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Throughout 2018 ASID has continued to provide a unique voice and platform for ‘research to practice’ 
in Intellectual Disability across Australasia. We have resourced, connected with and supported our 
members and stakeholders through our journals, workshops, webinars, podcasts, IDA magazine, 
e-blasts, representation to government, a new position statement and of course our annual conference 
which is a highlight of the year for many. 

My first year as the President of ASID Ltd has flown by. It has been a steep learning curve to lead our 
organisation through a year marked by achievements and hurdles. The disability sector across Australia 
and New Zealand continues to endure rapid and significant change, which presents both challenges and 
opportunities for us. 

Some of our highlights for year include: 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Strategic Direction (see board report on page 32)

Influence:

Communication:

Throughout the year ASID Ltd has made representation to Australian State Governments on matters 
including the treatment of people with intellectual disability in prisons, the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme (NDIS), and access to mental health services (and broader health services) for people with 
intellectual disability. 

Our new position statement on ‘Addressing the shortcomings of Dedifferentiation’ has been published on 
our website. The literature review which informed the paper is also available via open access.

In response to invitations we’ve attended the 2018 National Roundtable on Mental Health of People with 
Intellectual Disability and the Right Here, Right Now symposium on preventing abuse and promoting 
personal safety for young people with disability. In November 2018 we also participated in a think tank 
focused on improving health and life expectancy of people with intellectual disability. 

We continue to grow and strengthen our communication strategies. Our email e-blasts have a growing 
readership and our presence and engagement on social media is increasing with leaps and bounds. You 
can find us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 

After a very successful Series 1, 2018 has been the launch of Series 2 of the ASID Podcasts. At last 
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Laura Hogan
2018 ASID President

president@asid.asn.au

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

ASID 2018 ‘Shaking it up, Human Rights for 
Everyone’ 

With thanks

count our audience was well over 700 and the feedback has been 
glowing. A huge thank you to Hilary Johnson, Sophia Tipping and 
Ben Pawson (otherwise known as the Podcast team) for all your 
hard work arranging and then working the ASID Story Booth and 
Podcast recordings at ASID2018. I know many conference delegates 
(myself included) will be tuning into the next episodes of the podcast 
series. 

From the 14th – 16th November almost 300 delegates from 
Australia, New Zealand, SE Asia, UK, America and Canada came 
together at the Gold Coast Convention Centre to shake things up 
and SHAKE IT they did! We look forward to providing you with a full 
conference report soon but in the meantime a few titbits:

The above is a small snapshot of some of our achievements and 
what we have been working on over the past 12 months, however 
none of this is achieved without an excellent team. A sincere thank 
you to the ASID Board of Directors for 2018 – Angus Buchanan, Ben 
Crothers, Allyson Thomson, Bernadette Curryer, Sharon Brandford, 
Hilary Johnson, Richard O’Loughlin, Morrie O’Connor, Christine 
Bigby, Paul O’Dea, Ruth Firstbrook, David Treanor and Debbie 
Espiner. 

Our work is also supported and progressed by our wonderful 
Executive Officer, Dee Sidhu. The appointment of an EO has 
provided us with a significant increase to our capacity and output. 

 ● ASID2018 had a record number of delegates with a lived 
experience of disability

 ● We live tweeted 5 of the 7 keynotes (a first for us) 
 ● We captured many self-advocate stories via our Story Booth
 ● We are producing a podcast of conference highlights 
 ● Verbal feedback from many delegates said that it was one of 

the best ASID conferences they have attended
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Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive 
Sub-title.

Abstract

Introducing Anakin

Common life experiences of people with cognitive disability in the criminal 
justice system

PEOPLE WITH COGNITIVE DISABILITY AND 
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: THE PLACE 
FOR RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE
Kathy Ellem

People with cognitive disability who become labelled as offenders have often faced significant social, 
psychological, and economic hardship. If the person is an Indigenous Australian, these issues may 
be compounded by racism and entrenched disadvantage. The criminal justice system can perpetuate 
the difficulties in people’s lives. The principles of relationship-based practice may be one way to better 
respond to people with cognitive disability.

Anakin was a man in his early 30s who had been identified as having a mild intellectual disability 
and cerebral palsy. Anakin had spent most of his childhood in children’s residentials and later as an 
adult lived in hostel accommodation. In one hostel he was sexually and physically assaulted by other 
residents, but no charges were laid. He also had other experiences of so-called friends stealing his ATM 
card and money. Anakin was angry and traumatised by these experiences, and when he came to live in 
a disability supported accommodation service, he fell out with the support workers. He decided to buy 
a toy gun and point it at the head of the service manager to get his message across. Police arrived and 
Anakin tried to reach for the police officer’s gun to kill himself. He was sentenced to one month’s prison. 
Inside, he had trouble following routine – he couldn’t walk fast enough, and the guards strip-searched 
him daily because they thought Anakin was being used as a “drug mule”. Prison, like other experiences 
in his life, was a place where Anakin felt misunderstood and unsafe.

Anakin, like many other people with cognitive disability in the criminal justice system in Australia, did not 
fare well in such a system. The term cognitive disability, refers to intellectual impairment (particularly 
borderline and mild impairment), autism spectrum disorder and acquired brain injury. The causal nature 
of cognitive difficulties may be unclear, and for many people in contact with the criminal justice system, 
there may be co-occurring mental illness, which can further complicate diagnosis. These diagnostic 
labels are not enough to understand the person and their current experience in the criminal justice 
system, nor do many people readily identify with these labels, yet the diagnosis is what the system seeks 
to justify a specialised response, if any. 
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An example of relationship-based practice

Working with police

THE PLACE FOR RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE

A point in case is with our story of Anakin. He had a label of “mild intellectual disability”, but in reality, 
there was nothing really “mild” about his experience.

Many offenders with cognitive disability have a history of service rejection, poor life experiences including 
problems with physical and mental health, experiences of poverty, poor educational and employment 
opportunities. There can be problems with substance use, for Aboriginal people with cognitive disability 
there can be experiences of entrenched racism – and violence in some form or another is a common 
experience for many. All these experiences are layers of disadvantage which contribute to criminalisation 
and cycling in and out of youth detention or prison. Many people in this situation are in desperate need 
of supportive relationships in their lives, and therefore formal supports need to attend to the relationships 
between worker and service user.

The Community Living Association (CLA) in Nundah is an agency in Brisbane that embraces 
relationship-based practice with people with cognitive disabilities. Their capacity-building framework 
addresses both personal and structural concerns for people by helping the person to achieve power over 
relationships, resources, information and decision-making. The focus is not just on the relationship a 
worker has with a person with a disability, but also on aspects of community development – being able 
to form intentional communities around issues, identifying issues people have in common, moving these 
issues from the private realm to the public and increasing the capacity of people to use their resources 
to address these issues. This framework offers a way of understanding people with cognitive disability in 
the context of their lives, helping the person to gain some power over their life decisions. These elements 
could be applied in the context of the criminal justice system to ensure better outcomes for people with 
cognitive disability.

Relationship work is needed between people with cognitive disability and the police. Police are the 
first point of contact with the criminal justice system and the nature of that contact may be frequent for 
people with cognitive disability once they have a criminal record. People with cognitive disabilities may 
have difficulties understanding police instruction, legal rights and terminology. When you consider these 
communication challenges can come at a point in time where the person may be in a heightened state, 
this can be a recipe for disaster. In addition, people may have a history of poor relations with authority, 
they may have been told what to do by others around them and may be aching to get some personal 
power back, regardless of how destructive their strategies might be. 

Certainly, a lot could be achieved within police services – including more resources towards training 
of police on cognitive disability and independent third persons in police interviews. Specialist 
multijurisdictional police units for working with people with cognitive disability could be established; brief 
screening tools could be administered to determine impairment; and Key Performance Indicators could 
be developed that specifically promote procedurally just policing of vulnerable groups. All of this would 
be extremely helpful, but for changes to occur there needs to be buy-in by the police on the issues. 
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THE PLACE FOR RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE

According to the CLA capacity building model, relationship building involves working with a person and 
their significant others:

“… so one person might mean one person or it might mean five people or it might mean 20 people”
Worker, CLA

Applying this to police, this would indicate that a worker would take a proactive approach to relationship 
building. They would develop constructive relationships with the local police office from the outset of 
providing support to people with disability. The service, and people with disability who are supported by 
the service, need to be known by police in a positive light, and the worker has a responsibility to educate 
on matters such as communication and behavioural support needs of a person with cognitive disability. 

Building resources

Building knowledge

The process of developing relationships between police and people with a disability can be enhanced 
when each party has something to offer or contribute to each other. Workers can play an active role in 
encouraging relationships of reciprocal obligation between people with disability and the police.
 
In the case of Anakin, this could have occurred if Anakin had been supported to set up his own micro-
business that involved some kind of interaction with local police – for example, he could have provided a 
lawn-mowing service to the station, or perhaps provided a coffee delivery service. 

These activities would allow regular contact with police at the station, opportunities for cooperation and 
mutualism and may have prevented or ameliorated the incident that led to Anakin’s imprisonment.

The prison system is also another context that could benefit from relationship-based practice. The prison 
environment presents many challenges for people with cognitive disability. People can be at heightened 
risk of victimisation from other prisoners, spend long periods in isolation, be excluded from rehabilitation 
and work programs, and experience deteriorating mental health. There are many systemic changes that 
could occur to ensure better outcomes for prisoners with cognitive disability. These could include greater 
safeguards around solitary confinement (Human Rights Watch 2018); alternative security measures to 
strip-searching (Human Rights Law Centre 2017); and greater resourcing of rehabilitation programs and 
mental health services for people with cognitive disabilities. Work with correctional staff could also make 
a positive difference.

Ongoing training and education of correctional officers could help staff to move beyond “thin” 
descriptions of the prisoners they supervise to more meaningful understandings. Correctional staff could 
be provided technical knowledge around appropriate communication and behavioural support strategies. 
They could also learn from knowledge from story, being given examples of the whole life of someone 
with cognitive disability and having better insight into a person’s core needs. Experiential knowledge 
from people with cognitive disability could be incorporated into staff training. There is also a need for the 
correctional system to facilitate spaces in which staff can acquire knowledge from conscious reflection 
– perhaps through supervisory processes which allow staff psychological space to process the difficult 
work they do.

Working with correctional officers

Building relationships
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Building decision-making

Working with the NDIS

Correctional systems are often the place of last resort for many people with cognitive disability. While it is 
important to address the many concerns in such environment, we need to turn to local communities and 
attend to the many issues that lead people to prison in the first place. Relationship-based work is also 
needed within the context of the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The focus on consumer 
choice and control and the free market of disability services is likely to present significant challenges for 
people with cognitive disability and complex support needs. In order to prevent a continual cycling in and 
out of the criminal justice system, many people with cognitive disability need intensive, cross-sectorial 
case management. To provide such supports, there needs to be further investment in the skill-set of the 
sector, and better relations between systems such as the NDIA and custodial providers.

For people with cognitive disability and complex support needs to have a sense of autonomy and self-
efficacy under the new system, they require workers:

 ● Who are truthful to the person’s real expressions
 ● Who listen deeply and take things slowly
 ● Who are persistent and work through trial and error
 ● Who take time to understand reasons why a person condones or engages in abuse, exploitation 

or violence
 ● Who avoid colluding in harmful decisions with the person
 ● Who take time to help the person develop a sense of self-control and healthy boundaries

All of these qualities are needed to support people with cognitive disability to engage in NDIS planning 
processes, to use the resources on offer in the new system and to make positive changes in their lives. 
In the example above, Anakin was able to survive the criminal justice system and turn things around for 
the better. A contributing factor was the supportive relationships he had around him.

4 relation-based practice strategies

 ● Build relationships: develop constructive relationships
 ● Build resources: contribute to building support resources and opportunities
 ● Build knowledge: participate in a range of training and education
 ● Build decision-making: provide support which equips people with an intellectual disability with 

autonomy of decision making
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Kathy Ellem
Institute of Health Biomedical 

Innovation (IHBI), University of 
Queensland

Want to read more?

For other references regarding the research underpinning this article, 
readers are welcome to contact the author Kathy Ellem.

Anakin was fortunate to connect to a new service who was willing 
to support him and keep him safe in his local community. The 
relationships he developed with workers in the service became very 
important, because after being in his own home for some time, he 
nearly got charged again for an altercation in the local shopping 
complex. Anakin had approached a woman he knew and scared 
her by saying “boo”. A cleaner observed this and challenged him. 
Anakin got angry and threw his Walkman at the person. Two support 
workers who saw the incident were able to discuss the matter with 
police, and the cleaner decided not to press charges.

This was a good outcome for Anakin, and it was largely a result of 
good relationship-based practice. It is this work that needs to be 
highlighted under the new service environment of the NDIS and 
within the criminal justice system. We need to raise the profile of 
relationship-based practice, start talking more about the nuances 
and the skill set involved in keeping people with cognitive disability 
and communities safe. 

As Zehr (1990, pp 181-182) attests: 

Crime is a violation of people and relationships…. Crime affects 
our relationships with those around us. Crime also represents a 
ruptured relationship between the victim and the offender. Even if 
they had no previous relationship, the crime creates a relationship. 
And that relationship is usually hostile. Left unresolved, that hostile 
relationship in turn affects the well-being of victim and offender…. 
Crime is not first an offense against society, much less against the 
state. Crime is first an offense against people, and it is here that we 
should start.

Anakin’s return to the community

Zehr, H. (1990). Changing Lenses. Waterloo, ON: Herald Press.

k.ellem@uq.edu.au

THE PLACE FOR RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE
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Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive 
Sub-title.

Abstract

“WHEN THEY SAY IT FAST AND I DON’T 
UNDERSTAND AND THEN I JUST… GOES 
BLANK AND THEN BOOM”: 
Helping legal contexts make sense to complainants and defendants in New 
Zealand. 

The use of Communication Assistants in Court and other legal settings is growing in NZ. Speech-
language therapists (SLT) provide communication expertise to ensure that people can participate in 
legal processes, whether they need to answer questions in cross-examination, or understand legal 
discussions when they face charges. 

The quote in the title came from an adult who was required by the Court to participate in a assessment 
with a Communication Assistant (CA)and he was describing his previous experiences of trying to make 
sense of what was being said in court. He is not alone in finding this a challenging communication 
context. Many legal situations can be described as ‘talkfests’ – a wide range of language skills are 
needed to follow what is going on and to take part. Participating in court proceedings requires a set of 
skills that are challenging for many people, particularly those with an intellectual disability. One young 
person said this about communicating in a legal context, “I’m like ‘yep yep’ when in my head I’m like 
‘what’s he saying?’” 

However, profound consequences can result if people just say ‘yep yep’ when questions are not fully 
understood. It is in all our interests to ensure that victims, perpetrators and witnesses can fully participate 
in justice settings, and that miscarriages of justice are avoided. 

Unfortunately, it is not always easy to tell whether someone is understanding what they are being told 
or being asked. Saying ‘yep’ without really meaning it is a frequently used strategy that many of us use 
when we want to avoid feeling incompetent and are not fully comprehending the conversation. As CAs, 
our team has met both defendants and complainants with intellectual disabilities who have a tendency 
to agree without fully understanding, which results in masking their language and communication 
difficulties. We have met many legal professionals who have been surprised and horrified when they 
have realised their client had totally misunderstood important information.

Legal situations require an ability to listen carefully, understand a wide range of information (which is 
often very detailed), explain, clarify, describe and often use these communication skills for long periods 
of time on topics that are frequently stressful and highly personal. So many of the words involved are 
long and complicated. They often refer to complex, abstract concepts or have a meaning in legal settings 
that is different from other situations e.g. just think about the word ‘hearing’ – are we talking about 
something we do with our ears or an appearance in court? Actually ‘appearance’ is another one – does it 
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HELPING LEGAL CONTEXTS MAKE SENSE TO COMPLAINANTS AND DEFENDANTS

Complications of attending court

 ● Communication in court and other legal settings is often complicated.
 ● Language and communication problems are often undetected. 
 ● When communication problems are not addressed, the implications can be serious.
 ● Speech-language and communication expertise can create accessible legal contexts.

refer to turning up at court or what someone looks like? 

When you know these words and are familiar with the context, and you’re used to listening to long 
stretches of talk without any visual clues to help work out the meaning and talking is the tool of your 
trade (I’m thinking of the legal professionals), it can be difficult to spot when someone might not be 
following the conversation. Yet many non-legal professionals find it hard to follow what is being said in 
court. 

But does it have to be like this? Can we change the communication so people 
can understand, have their say and have access to justice?

We are having a good try! New Zealand legislation allows the appointment of Communication Assistants 
(CAs) whose job it is to ensure all involved are aware of a person’s profile of speech, language and 
communication skills, and to provide advice and ‘in the moment’ assistance about how to modify 
interactions so the person can fully understand and participate. There are similar roles in other parts 
of the world, and sometimes this role is referred to as an ‘intermediary’ (see Plotnikoff and Woolfson’s 
(2015) book which reviews the use of Registered Intermediaries in England and Wales).

In the last few years the use of CAs in NZ has increased considerably. In NZ CAs work with both those 
facing charges (defendants) and those who are witnesses or complainants. Our team of specialist 
speech-language therapists at Talking Trouble Aotearoa NZ have been appointed to assist with the 
communication with children, youth and adults across High, District, Youth Courts and in Family Group 
Conferences and very occasionally in Police interviews, Restorative Justice meetings and Tribunals. 
CAs have assisted people who face communication challenges for a wide range of reasons, and often 
a combination of several: e.g. intellectual disability, hearing impairment, traumatic brain injury, stroke, 
Autism Spectrum Disorder, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, and sometimes the people we assist also 
speak more than one language and also have interpreters. 

CAs are not on anyone’s side. They are court officers whose role is to ensure everyone understands how 
best to enable someone to listen, understand and express their own information completely, coherently 
and with specificity and detail. CAs assess a person’s communication skills using tasks designed to see 
how they are likely to manage the communication demands of the legal situation, and aim to establish 
what they may be able to tweak to make communication easier. CAs ask the person concerned for their 
opinions, and they often have great insight:

“Every time you say a word it’s just like you’re saying it invisible … like it’s just going straight [gestured 
over his head] … I’m not good at listening, sorry”
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CAs use a range of strategies including lots of breaks, writing simple words down to keep them listening 
and following, drawing , simplifying long complicated words, allowing the person to fiddle with something 
in their hands while they are listening. The CA assessment aims to generate creative ways to enable the 
person to fully participate. The CA develops practical and detailed recommendations for the judges and 
lawyers to consider. Generally the legal professionals are willing to work with the CAs on the challenge 
of adapting their talk-rich contexts. This is not always easy – try considering how to explain ‘intent’, or 
‘with reckless regard’ or consider how to word questions that explore whether a person knew a specific 
piece of information before or after they have picked up the phone. 

When CAs assist a defendant, they are often present when the lawyer takes instruction which requires 
the person to give a well-sequenced, detailed and consistent narrative about what they say happened: not 
always easy for people who find time concepts and being specific and detailed straightforward. CAs often 
‘comic strip’ the narrative by drawing it out with the person on post-it notes to get the events in order and to 
give the person a visual to help them keep track about the part of the story they are asked about. 

Defendants need to understand what they are charged with, the evidence on both sides and their options 
for pleas. They also need to understand how a trial works if that is what they are facing, and later what 
the outcome was and what conditions they have to comply with. Much of the CA role involves translating 
complex information into a simple visual form. CAs take the complicated legal language and simplify it to 
a level the person can understand e.g. ‘you are charged with possession of instruments for conversion’ 
– we ensure that someone knows that ‘charged with’ means the ‘Police said you did something’ and 
‘possession of instruments for conversion’ has nothing to do with musical instruments or possession of 
drugs, but means ‘they say you have the things for stealing a car’. 
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CAs frequently create visual versions of bail conditions and plans, and coach others in the sector to do 
this for those people who have not had a CA appointed by the Court. 

HELPING LEGAL CONTEXTS MAKE SENSE TO COMPLAINANTS AND DEFENDANTS

The CA role with witnesses ensures the lawyers on both sides understand the question forms that will 
allow the witnesses to understand and provide coherent, complete and detailed reliable evidence. If the 
CA has been able to work with the lawyers on both sides before cross-examination so their questions are 
at the right level for the person concerned, the CA role will be simply to sit next to the person and monitor 
the communication during cross-examination. If the CA anticipates that a person is unlikely to understand 
a question posed, they alert the judge and if required, can assist with the rewording of questions, or to 
clarify what a witness is trying to convey. 

In addition to the appointment of CAs for individuals, Talking Trouble Aotearoa NZ’s speech-language 
therapists have delivered projects at ten sites around NZ (with more to come in 2019) within the 
Youth Justice sector to train and coach youth justice practitioners (mainly Social Workers and Family 
Group Conference Coordinators, but also Youth Aid Police, mentors and health and education staff 
in some areas) so they can more easily spot when language and learning might be challenges for 
the young people they work with. They have been developing strategies and resources to modify the 
communication in similar ways to when we are appointed as CAs. Similar projects are planned for 
those in the adult District Court and many lawyers, judges, Police, mentors and others have undertaken 
training. 
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Communication is a human right, and legislation requires 
communication to take place in a manner and language that is 
accessible, so I am hoping to see more developments in this area. 
Awareness of the communication needs of those coming before 
the courts is raising in NZ as this quote from HH Judge Fitzgerald 
shows: “It was not until CAs became involved in cases that I started 
to understand how language difficulties impact on young people 
who come before the Youth Court. That has led me to re-think how 
I communicate with all young people I meet in court and to see an 
urgent need to change the language, forms and processes we use 
to make them capable of being properly understood. This must 
go beyond simply removing the anachronisms and institutional 
language; New, fresh and meaningful approaches are required.”
The importance of developing new, fresh and meaningful 
approaches and providing communication supports in a timely 
manner is not only necessary for the youth court but needs to be 
applied across the whole justice sector. 

Plotnikoff, Joyce and Robert Woolfson. (2015). Intermediaries 
in the Criminal Justice System: Improving Communication for 
Vulnerable Witnesses and Defendants. Policy Press: Bristol.

References

Sally Kedge

sallykedge@talkingtroublenz.org
www.talkingtroublenz.org

Speech-Language Therapist, 
Court-appointed Communication 
Assistant and Director of Talking 

Trouble Aotearoa NZ
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In 2011, Scope launched the Communication Access Symbol (see 
Figure 1). This symbol is awarded to businesses, services and 
organisations that demonstrate communication access standards. 
These standards are required for creating communication accessible 
environments for people with communication disabilities. It extends 
the current concept of universal access to include features of 
interpersonal communication and aspects of the environment that 
convey information, so that products and services are accessible to 
everyone in their communities.

Since 1969, with the launch of the International Symbol for Access 
(ISA) by Rehabilitation International, there has been a strong focus 
on access to the built and physical environment. The ISA has 
become one of the twenty most recognised symbols internationally1. 
42 years after the launch of the International Symbol for Access, 
Scope launched the Communication Access Symbol. This focuses 
attention on creating communication access in our communities and 
society. It places the focus on features of social and interpersonal 
environment required for the inclusion of people with communication 
difficulties.

“Communication access occurs when people are respectful and 
responsive to individuals with communication difficulties and when 
strategies and resources are available to support successful 
communication”2. This definition focuses on communication as a 
shared experience and on the role that communication partners have 
in supporting effective communication. It focuses on staff attitudes, 
availability of communication tools and staff skills in using these 
tools.

A core value of Scope’s communication access initiative is the 
central involvement and leadership of people with communication 
disabilities at all stages of the process. People with communication 
disabilities are employed as Communication Access Assessors, 
and participate in all aspects of a business, service or organisation 
becoming accredited with the symbol.

Cathy works casually as a Communication Access Assessor at 
Scope’s Communication and Inclusion Resource Centre (CIRC). 
Cathy’s main project has been working with Victoria Police. The pilot 

WORKING AS A COMMUNICATION 
ACCESS ASSESSOR
Cathy Townsend and Georgia Burn

WORKING AS A COMMUNICATION ACCESS ASSESSOR

Figure 1: The Australian 
Communication Access Symbol.
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1 Rehabilitation International. (n.d.). RI’s Mission. Retrieved from: http://www.riglobal.org/about/#history
2 Solarsh, B., West, D., Johnson, H., Rezzani, N. (2013). Communication Access. Retrieved from: http://
www.scopevic.org.au/service/communication-access/

project has been funded by a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Information, Linkages and 
Capacity Building (ILC) National Readiness grant, and aims to ensure one 24-hour police station has:

 ● Uniform police officers who have received training to understand people with communication 
disabilities,

 ● Customised communication tools to assist police and people with communication disabilities 
communicate effectively, and

 ● A watch-house that has signage that is easy to read.

For Cathy, the project so far has been “really interesting. I like helping police. The police are very friendly 
and their job is to look out for people and to help people as best way they can. They need extra help to 
support people with disabilities, and I like doing that. I want to keep doing my job because I feel happy 
with what I’m doing, and it’s a good thing.” 

All Communication Access Assessors participate in three days of training, to ensure they have the 
knowledge, skills and confidence to undertake all aspects of the job. “Training was full on! Busy, busy, 
busy! I’ve never been so busy in my life! But it was hard, and I was nervous because I didn’t know how 
well I was going to be, and I if could do it or not. But, I liked it in the end and I like to keep myself busy. It 
was fun, I enjoyed it.”

Cathy has worked closely with the police, and her team of Communication Access Assessors, who each 
bring something different and valuable to the project, because of their lived experience of communication 
disability. 

Cathy works with colleagues who have:
 ● Aphasia,
 ● Cerebral palsy, and
 ● Intellectual disability.

The role of a Communication Access Assessor is varied. As a part of their role, each Assessor conducts:
 ● Role-plays,
 ● Focus groups,
 ● Communication Access training, and
 ● Communication Access Assessments.

The aim of the role-plays is to simulate ‘real-life’ situations between police officers and community 
members with communication disabilities. Cathy recalls “I acted as someone stealing cigarettes from 
the 7/11 shop without any money. I had to pretend to sneak my hand into the cash register and try and 
pretend to take some money out when no one was looking. At the start, I was really nervous. Especially 
when you see them in uniforms! Because that’s not a thing you see every day. And they are nice, but 
sometimes they look like they have a serious expression on their face and that can be scary. But I love 
role-playing because I love acting out someone that I’m not.”
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Many of the police performed well during the role-plays, however, the effectiveness of communication 
sometimes waivered, especially when difficult police concepts needed to be discussed. “It was really 
enjoyable, but also a bit hard talking to the police, because they want to know exactly what I was doing 
and some of the questions were a bit hard. They asked questions like if you need ‘a second or third 
person’ [an Independent Third Person], and the ‘[anything] you say or do so thing’ [i.e. being cautioned] 

 Cathy’s role-play

I had to learn this role-play off by heart, and remember to:
 ● Ask the police officer to slow down.
 ● Ask the police officer what will happen next.
 ● Make a mistake.
 ● Write down what they said to me.
 ● Ask how to talk to them again if I have more questions.

WORKING AS A COMMUNICATION ACCESS ASSESSOR
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Cathy Townsend

Georgia Burn

gburn@scopeaust.org.au
 For any enquiries email 

and I’d never heard of that before. There was a bit of a time where 
they talked a bit fast and I had to say slow down, because I felt a 
bit rushed, but they were nice. Looking into their eyes looked a bit 
scary, they didn’t seem quite relaxed at first.”

The role-plays provided valuable information about what needs to 
occur in order to make the police station communication accessible. 
For Cathy, “it is really important that whatever happens, they will 
always believe what you’re saying and they’ll help you out, no matter 
what situation it is. The police need to learn how to talk to people 
using easier words, and also give people Easy English documents. It 
would have been a bit more better if they had a smile on their face…
but it’d also be hard for police to not be serious because they’re 
talking to people who are in their bad books.”

For other Communication Access Assessors who don’t use speech, 
priorities include the development of custom communication tools, 
to support people with little or no speech to communicate effectively 
with uniform police officers.

In addition to the role-plays, Communication Access Assessors 
facilitated a number of focus groups. Representatives from the Office 
of the Public Advocate’s Independent Third Persons (ITP) program, 
Disability Justice Advocacy, Centre Against Sexual Assault (CASA), 
Disability Discrimination Legal Service (DDLS), Communication 
Rights Australia, Victorian Legal Aid, Victorian Courts and Tribunals, 
Office of the Public Prosecutions (OPP) and a number of other 
specialist Victoria Police teams were in attendance at the focus 
groups. “The focus groups were fun, but also nerve-wracking. 
Because, I’ve never done something like that before. But now that 
I’ve joined Scope, it’s not that overwhelming as I thought it would be. 
I enjoyed it, and I like helping people out, especially the police.”

Police will undergo Communication Access training, and then 
participate in a number of Communication Access Assessments, 
where the team of Communication Access Assessors will go 
undercover to test police. The assessments will really make sure that 
police can communicate effectively with all community members.

For Cathy, it is important that Victoria Police becomes accredited 
with the Communication Access Symbol because “then people with 
disabilities will hopefully have someone they can connect to, and talk 
to, if they have problems. They won’t feel abandoned or feel like they 
can’t talk to anyone because if we keep helping the police, at least 
they’ll know how to help everyone, and that’ll be a good thing.”
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Annual Report to the Australasian Board
Date: 12/09/2018

Our Division
The new Vic ASID chair is Coral Farr, who is also on the board membership committee. At our recent 
general meeting we elected committee members but have not finalised all the roles. Thanks to Sean for 
his fabulous dedication to secretary role. We are sorry to see Sam Murray, Mark Heeney and Loretta 
leave but welcome three new members to our team. In addition to Coral the current members are 
Sean Wilson, Sophia Tipping , Hilary Johnson , Chris Bigby, Ben Pawson ( communications committee 
member) and Jo Watson with new members Helen Killmier, Lincoln Humphries and Richard Zylan, Hilary 
has finished her term on the board and Victoria’s board members will be Chris Bigby and Sophia Tipping. 

Victoria

DIVISION REPORT
DECEMBER 2018
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DIVISION REPORT

Our Meetings
We hold our monthly meetings at the North Fitzroy Arms Hotel. This makes our meetings relaxed and 
less formal. The opportunity is there for committee members to share some food and drink and catch up 
to catch up with news and maintain positive links with our valued Vic ASID members.

At our General meeting in November, we had a guest presenter, Dr Stella Koritsas. She is the manager 
of strategic research at Scope; deputy chair of Scope’s Human Research Ethics Committee, a member 
of the Department of Human Research Ethics committee and holds an honorary position with the 
University of Melbourne. She spoke on the research underpinning the Outcomes and Impact scale – 
revised and the Measuring outcomes in Services and Support tool (MISO). These tools provide validated 
and useful measures for everyday work in disability.

Our Achievements
Workshops and Seminars We arranged one workshop one seminar and co badged one seminar. The 
workshop was on “Supported Decision Making for people who are rarely heard” in June. The workshop 
has to be postponed twice due to low number of registrations. After some trouble shooting, we decided 
to make the workshop free of charge. Third time lucky, we had a much improved attendance and a very 
successful workshop thankyou to presenters Jo, Gloria and Michael. During August, Jo facilitated a film 
showing and discussion with the producer of “On Richard’s Side”. This event was held on the Mornington 
Peninsula and co badged with Deakin University. 

Podcasts Sophia, Ben and Hilary made great progress on developing podcasts. This project was 
developed locally but is now supported nationally through the Board communications committee. 

Easy English Media Release form Sophia and Hilary collaborated to create an Easy English Media 
Release form for ASID. This form explains to people with intellectual disability what it means to give 
consent for publicity campaigns. This form had its first trial run with the production of the “Political 
Participation for people with intellectual disabilities”. This form will be available on the website for broad 
use. 

Articles in IDA
Hilary as the editor of IDA has updated the format of IDA with a new publisher and editions dedicated to 
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The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) continues to dominate the landscape and in many 
ways has taken the focus away from the very aim of ASID; Research to Practice. The focus of service 
delivery has become billable hours and agencies now having marketing and communication teams to 
promote services and supports. 

The NDIS Quality and Safe Guards Commission came into effect in July 2018 and the current approach 
appears weighted to safeguarding. An encouraging sign is that the auditing process will include 
discussions and interviews with participants and the key people in their lives at a deeper level than 
currently exists with many auditing processes. There are many people asking for the Royal Commission 
into Aged Care to be extended to the disability sector. There is no doubt that those living with an 
Intellectual disability are extremely vulnerable. 

In October last year we hosted an event Meeting Client Health Support Needs; Challenges in the NDIS 
Environment. At the presentation the Comprehensive Health Assessment Program (CHAP) Tool was 
promoted. CHAP is a tool designed to prompt a comprehensive health assessment for adults with 

South Australia

Coral Farr
VICchair@asid.asn.au

topic areas. Jo Watson has been a regular contributor of articles. Coral Farr has provided articles and 
Vic ASID updates. 

How we contribute to Research
Jo Watson contributed her research and facilitated a co- branded workshop on “Supported decision 
making for people who are rarely heard”. Sophia is developing her project on political participation for 
people with intellectual disabilities. Chris continues to take the lead in research projects and inviting 
visiting academics to ASID activities. Early this year, Magnus Tidemann who was visiting from Sweden 
attended some of the Vic ASID committee meetings during his time at La Trobe university. The Vic ASID 
committee has encouraged the participation of masters and PHD candidates in its activities.

How we promote ASID
What the division has done to promote ASID at the workshop in June, slides and a brief presentation 
was made by Coral about the activities of ASID. There was some interest shown by workshop attendees 
in ASID particularly in the student membership. The podcasts have encouraged old member to rejoin 
ASID and ASID membership is promoted at all public events.

Our Finances
Summary We operated within our budget.

Other Information for the Board
It will be a lot easier having the membership fall due on the 1st of July each year. It will enable us to 
track lapsed memberships. Perhaps in the year ahead, some work could go into recruiting organisational 
memberships. Perhaps some thought could be given to a standard of excellence badge for organisations 
that are committed to adopting evidence based work practices.
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Denice Wharldall
SAchair@asid.asn.au

intellectual disability. This may potentially help doctors make better diagnoses, provide appropriate 
treatment and ultimately ensure an overall better health. The CHAP tool is a two-part questionnaire 
requiring collaboration between the person with the intellectual disability, their supporter and their GP. 
The Queensland and NSW State Governments funded the CHAP Tool which has a cost of $11 per 
person. Sadly, the tool will no longer be funded from the 1st January in Queensland. In SA the tool needs 
to purchased. 

In April we hosted an event; The term Intellectual Disability does it help or hinder those who live 
with intellectual disability. This event was well attended and included an introduction to the topic of 
Addressing the Shortcomings of Dedifferentiation with Professor Christine Bigby kindly providing us with 
a video clip of a short discussion on the topic. This assisted in stimulating debate and discussion. 

In the lead up to the event ASID SA meet with the Self Advocacy Group, Our Voice SA, to ascertain their 
thoughts on the term Intellectual Disability. Although we expected the Our Voice members to not like the 
term intellectual disability we were shocked by the intensity of their feelings. There is no doubt that they 
had each experienced discrimination and bullying as a result of the label of intellectual disability. The Our 
Voice members wanted very much to be part of a whole disability group and the intensity of their feelings 
was confronting. 

Professor Richard Bruggemann is a member of the NDIS Intellectual Disability Reference Group and 
he provided us with an update from the group and the work they are undertaking. Richard felt strongly 
that the NDIS is listening to the reference group. This discussion fitted very well with the topic as it 
highlighted how dedifferentiation had worked against those living with an intellectual disability.

ASID SA would like to congratulate Our Voice SA who were successful in securing an ILC grant for 
a two-year project focusing on Information and linkages for South Australians living with intellectual 
disability. Funding has been directed towards employing a project officer, developing co-designed 
information resources and distributing information via Our Voice meetings, community venues, and 
service providers. ASID SA have been approached to be part of the reference group for the project. 

We look forward to continuing our relationship with Developmental Educators Australia Inc (DEAI) and 
would like to thank Jose Koppelman-Guthrie from DEAI for her commit to promoting good practice and 
education of professionals. DEAI runs events that align with ASID’s goals

ASID seeks to promote research, scholarship and the dissemination of information about intellectual 
disability through (for example) publications such as the quarterly published electronic magazine IDA 
(Intellectual Disability Australasia) and the internationally recognized peer reviewed publications: the 
Journal of Intellectual and Developmental Disability and Research and Practice in Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities (RAPIDD).

In 2019 it is South Australia’s turn to host the ASID Conference. The theme of the Conference is The 
journey to a good life - taking control. The Conference will be held at the Hilton Hotel from the 6th to 
8th of November. 

As ASID (SA) Chairperson I would like to thank my fellow Committee Members for their support and 
guidance.
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DIVISION REPORT

New South Wales/Australian Capital Territory

Date: 12/09/2018

Our Division
We are very pleased to welcome rural NSW member Stuart Wark to the committee. Stuart is playing a 
valuable role ensuring our discussions and plans are inclusive of rural NSW members. Unfortunately, 
we had three committee members resign in the past twelve months due to changing work commitments: 
Helen Amos, Susan Collings and Ben Chain. 

The committee is now comprised of: Angela Dew (Chair), Ee-Lin Chang (Secretary), Linda 
Ward (Membership), Bernadette Curryer (Representative on Australasian Board), Laura Hogan 
(Representative on Australasian Board), Vivienne Riches, Sarah Butler, Sam Arnold, and Stuart Wark. 
We are a small, committed and hardworking group representative of service providers, people with 
disability, and academics.

Our Meetings
We meet every two months and since Stuart joined us we are using Zoom videoconferencing. 
Committee members based in Sydney have the option of attending in person or via Zoom. The majority 
of committee members are opting to Zoom in to reduce travel time. The photo shows us meeting via 
Zoom (absent from the photo are Sarah Butler and Sam Arnold).

At the beginning of each calendar year we conduct a planning meeting during which we review our 
Operational Plan and decide on events and activities for the coming year. We then review our progress 
against the Operational Plan at each committee meeting.

Our annual election meeting will occur on 24th October 10am-12pm and we would welcome any NSW/
ACT ASID members who would like to join the committee. 

Our Achievements
In the past 12 months, we have held a further three webinars as part of our Ethical Issues in Ageing 
series. In February, Dr Stuart Wark spoke about Health-related ageing issues; in April, Dr Michele Wiese 
and Joan Ryan, palliative care consultant, presented on End of Life Care; and in June, Dr Angela Dew 
spoke about impacts on ageing Families. The online format and advertising via the ASID networks meant 
the webinars were attended by people from all over Australia and New Zealand. Costs were kept low 
for members and following each webinar, the presentation slides were uploaded onto the ASID website 
for easy access. Following on from the success of the webinars, we plan a series in 2019 focussing on 
Communication so watch the ASID website for details.

At the 2017 ASID conference in Hobart, NSW ASID members Laura Hogan and Angela Dew and NZ 
member Sharon Bradford ran a World Café discussion on Ethical Issues in Ageing. The session was well 
attended by people with disability, family members and service providers. After an initial presentation 
outlining the topic, attendees worked in small groups with four scenarios designed to highlight ethical 
issues related to three key themes. These themes, drawn from the 2016 NSW ethical issues in ageing 
roadshow, were: self-determination and supported decision making, accessible information, and the 
changing nature of services. The discussions were captured visually by graphic illustrator, Emma 
Doukakis.
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In April 2018, the NSW committee hosted a half day workshop on Planning with people with intellectual 
disability and complex support needs presented by Dr Angela Dew and Laura Hogan. The workshop was 
attended by 28 people and was very hands-on using the arts-based research method of body mapping 
to engage participants in planning (see attached photo).

Angela Dew
NSWchair@asid.asn.au

Articles in IDA
The NSW/ACT committee regularly contributes articles to IDA both via the Division updates where we 
rotate which member writes the contribution, and through invited articles.

How we contribute to Research 
Through our webinars and workshops we draw on research conducted in NSW and beyond to provide 
members with opportunities to engage in up-to-date evidence-based knowledge translation events.

A number of our committee members will be presenting their research at the ASID conference on the 
Gold Coast in November 2018.

How we promote ASID
We promote membership of ASID at all our events with a Powerpoint slide overview and through 
providing membership information and forms. In 2018, we attracted two new individual members and 
one organisational member via our events. 

Our Finances
We are working within budget. 
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Qld Division Annual Report 2018

Is it any surprise to say that the NDIS has completely dominated what is happening for people with 
an Intellectual Disability in Qld over this last year. If there was ever any doubt it is becoming ever 
more obvious that NDIS is changing the landscape for people with a Disability, families, organisations, 
professionals, academics and of course ASID. In our small way ASID QLD division have sought to 
support research to practice in this context. 

Queensland

Morrie O’Connor 
QLDchair@asid.asn.au 

Activities have included a forum on Sexuality and Intellectual Disability and the NDIS, a forum on De-
differentiation, forum on trauma based practice and Intellectual Disability, a forum by Professor Nick 
Lennox on health issues and Intellectual Disability.

In addition we have continued to have representation on Queenslanders with Disability Network 
[QDN},advisory group for their Peer Educators project. The Peer Educators have been a group of people 
with an Intellectual Disability who have educated others about the NDIS [a great project].The Chair of 
ASID Qld division formally opened the Hot Topics self-advocacy group digital stories launch, of whom 
Kathy Ellem one of our members was a research supporter.

ASID Qld also advocated for people with an Intellectual Disability in Qld correctional facilities.
Last but not least has been involvement in the ASID Gold Coast Conference organisation.
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Western Australia

Our Division
A presentation on ‘Rethinking Organisations - Innovation in the disability sector’ was delivered by Kate 
Fulton from WA Individualised Services. This was followed by the Annual Member’s Meeting on October 
16 at Identity WA. At the meeting, nominations for membership on the WA Committee were accepted for 
new members Deidre Croft and Nicki Dyson, as well as existing members.

Allyson Thomson has remained chair of the committee. 
Committee: Chris Yates, Nicki Dyson, Jill MacKenzie, Angus Buchanan, Britta Meyer, Amanda Lovelock, 
Deirdre Croft, Sharon McFarlane, 

New to the committee are Nicki Dyson, Deirdre Croft and Eddie Drury We also sadly say goodbye to 
departing committee members: Sue Peden, Justin O’Meara Smith, Merissa Van Der Linden, Christine 
Kuca-Thompson and Elizabeth Barnes, and thank them for their contributions. 

Early planning for 2019 events is underway, with a seminar on self-advocacy, citizenship and inclusion 
being discussed for early in the year, and a half-day symposium slated for the second half of the year. 

Our Meetings
We meet every two months and since Stuart joined us we are using Zoom videoconferencing. ASID This 
committee meets every third Tuesday of the month, with a rotation of venues. 
The AGM was held on 16 October 2018 at identityWA.

Our Achievements
We planned a seminar for April, however the proposed speakers were unable to find an agreeable date 
and this was postponed.

A research conversation with academic researchers in WA was held in May. There are a limited number 
of interested researchers in WA, and they cover a wide variety of topics. ASID WA needs to consider our 
role in promoting research in this Division.

A presentation on ‘Rethinking Organisations - Innovation in the disability sector’ was delivered by Kate 
Fulton from WA Individualised Services before the annual meeting in October. 

Articles in IDA
Allyson Thomson wrote the last report. A new communications officer Eddie Drury has been appointed. 

How we promote ASID
The previous chair, Justin O’Meara Smith, handed out ASID brochures and conference flyers at a 
careers expo at Murdoch University.

Our Finances
Operated within budget 

WAchair@asid.asn.au
Allyson Thomson
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DIVISION REPORT

Tasmania

Date: 22/10/2018

Our Division
ASID Tasmania has not had a designated Chair of the committee this financial period. As with Last year 
we have struggled to keep a functioning committee engaged. Ben Crothers and David Treanor continue 
to represent Tasmania on the Australasian Board of Directors. Ben is also board Treasurer. Darryleen 
Wiggins worked with Australasian President, Laura Hogan to bring two events to the region in order to 
increase relevance and knowledge of ASID that would hopefully lead to new members and formation of a 
great new committee for the 2018 /2019 financial year.

Our Meetings
ASID Tasmania has not held any committee meeting this financial year. The AGM was held on the 
Thursday 13th October 2018. Our guest speakers, Isabel Duharte, James Minchin and Lisa Risby 
presented their work which was also presented at the Hobart ASID Conference in 2017 with Nadia 
Ollington. The presentation was entitled “Four years of NDIS – The experiences of two families”. 

The new committee consists of Ben Crothers, David Treanor, Darryleen Wiggins, Fiona Regrove, Sheree 
Hill and Teena Tranter. The committee will meet in the near future and decide on a chair person for the 
Tasmanian Region. 

Our Achievements
ASID TAS hosted the 51st Australasian Board conference at the Hotel Grand Chancellor from 8th-10th 
November 2017. The theme was Pushing the Boundaries. The theme reflected the major challenges 
facing all communities who desire to realise the goals of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities. In Australasia, it encompasses the issues arising from new approaches to service 
provision such as increased self-direction, choice and control.

We have held two workshops during the year. On the 7th March 2018, ASID Tas hosted Dr Angela Dew 
and Ms Laura Hogan in the state to present “Living the life I want: a guide for planning”. The course 
introduced participants to key concepts in supporting a person with intellectual disability and complex 
support needs to set goals and make a person-centred plan. The session was attended by 18 people 
from various organisations in the Disability Sector.

On the 30th April 2018, ASID Tas hosted Prof Christine Bigby to present “Is there such a thing as a 
good group home”. This session was well attended by 25 government and non-government staff across 
various disability organisations. The workshop focussed on presenting the latest research related to 
group homes, the impact of the culture in group homes and the role of local leadership, taking off rose 
coloured glasses and the alternatives to group homes.

Articles in IDA
Darryleen Wiggins has made contributions to the IDA magazine on behalf of the Tasmanian region.

How we promote ASID
ASID has been promoted through the Board conference and the two workshops in the region.
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Aotearoa, New Zealand

Date: 24/10/2018

Our Division
On October 15, 2018 the Aotearoa New Zealand Division held its AGM by teleconference chaired by 
Deborah Espiner. Grateful thanks are extended to Adrian Higgins for the rethinking, reorganising and the 
energy and thought that went into making this seamless meeting. 

Three new board members were elected to the board, Dr. Carey-Ann Morrison, Warren Herring and 
Rickardt van Dyk. Debbie welcomed the new members and said they will bring further rich knowledge 
and skills to the committee. Judy Garriock, Sharon Brandford and Debbie Espiner were all re-elected for 
a further three years.

The new Division Committee is : 
Debbie Espiner (Chair);
Judy Garriock (Treasurer);
Fran Hartnett (Secretary) 
Rickardt van Dyk (new member); 
Carey-Ann Morrison (new member);
Warren Herring (new member);
Olive Webb;Anne Mathieson;
Christine Wilson; Brigit Mirfin- Veitch; 
John Grant; Jonathan Goodwin; 
Clare Stewart Hamish Taverner (self-advocate) 

Director of the Aotearoa NZ Division of ASID
Sharon Brandford
Debbie Espiner

It is with regret that Adrian Higgins notified the Committee of his intention not to stand again for the 
Division Committee. Adrian has given sterling support to ASID: his institutional knowledge, practical 
wisdom and generosity of time will be greatly missed. We are pleased that he is willing to remain in an 
advisory capacity to the Division Committee. 

Our Division would like to thank the Queensland team for their great work in organising a very 
informative, inclusive and challenging conference. Aotearoa New Zealand Division wishes all ASID 
members a happy festive season and a relaxing time over the holiday break. 
 

TASchair@asid.asn.au

Other Information for the Board
The TAS region thanks the Australasian Board for their support during the past year both financially and 
practical support from President, Laura Hogan.
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Our Meetings
We meet by teleconference every 4 – 6 weeks depending on upcoming business. Teleconferences were 
held February, March, May, June, August and our general meeting in November 2018. The face to face 
meeting in April was convened to re-connect as a group, set priorities for the year ahead and to design 
the programme for July conference. 

Our Achievements
We nominated Keith McVilly for Distinguished Service Award and were successful in our application. The 
2018 conference Responding to the call: Building partnerships that enrich lives was held 2 – 3 July. This 
was well attended and evaluation findings signalled that the conference was relevant, worthwhile, and 
good value for money. The move to a central Wellington location, in response to feedback from 2017 
evaluations was commented on favourably by participants. We acknowledge the excellent contribution 
made by Jonathan Goodwin, Sharon Brandford and Paardekoopers in ensuring the conference ran 
budget, was a financial success and provided thought provoking learning experiences. The decision to 
move to an 18-month conference cycle proved to be a sound decision as shown by the keen interest and 
high numbers attending and the necessity to close registrations due to venue capacity. 

Recently a most successful local event was held, Dr Seth Keller, an eminent visiting neurologist from 
USA offered to present a workshop on a stop over in Auckland enroute to Sydney. The topic was 
Intellectual disability, ageing and dementia. This workshop attracted many people from a new area of 
ageing and dementia and potential members for ASID. 

The Division nominated Dr Olive Webb for the 2018 ASID Distinguished Service Award and were 
pleased to have the nomination accepted. Olive has made an outstanding contribution in key leadership 
roles to ASID at both an international and national level and in her professional life she has contributed 
groundbreaking research that has enhanced the lives of people with learning disability. She has been 
a strong advocate for community inclusion and improved health outcomes for people with learning 
disability and is an acknowledged leader in both New Zealand and internationally

Articles in IDA
Frances Hartnett writes our articles for IDA.

How we contribute to Research
The award for financial assistance was designed to encourage new researchers. Their research must be 
in a unique field and be consistent with ASID’s focus on promoting Research to Practice. Recipients are 
expected to acknowledge the award in their presentation and submit a statement or article for ASID IDA 
newsletter on how they made use of the grant.

Aotearoa New Zealand was well represented at the recent successful conference held on the Gold Coast 
where Dr Brigit Mirfin-Veitch was a key note speaker in a very well received presentation on research 
and practical efforts to make the New Zealand justice system more responsive to the needs of people 
with learning disability. A number of other New Zealanders including Division members also presented 
well received papers at the conference 

How we promote ASID
The workshop presented by Dr Seth Keller and the successful 2018 conference provided an important 
opportunity to attract new members and update membership lists. Thanks to Olive Webb membership 
has been a focus during this year and members have been encouraged to pursue lapsed members and 
encourage new people to join.
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NZchair@asid.asn.au
Debbie Espiner

Hamish Taverner and Sharon Brandford ran a stall promoting ASID at the at New Zealand Disability 
Providers Network. This promoted the 2018 conference on the Gold Coast to potential registrants and 
sponsors. Brigit Mirfin-Veitch and Hamish Taverner faciliated a conversation with People First to elicit 
ideas on holding an inclusive conference. These idea were incorporated into the conference. The NZ 
Division was pleased that Judge Andrew Becroft, Childrens Commissioner agreed to present at the 
conference as this also attracted a new audience. 

The NZ Division has an award to contribute towards conference costs for presenters at ASID conference 
events. Aotearoa/NZ Division will make allocations annually to one or more suitable applicants, based on 
resources available. Preference is given to members of the NZ Division of ASID. 

Our Finances
It is pleasing to report that we are running to budget. 

Other Information for the Board
Aotearoa - NZ Division of the Australasia Society for Intellectual Disability (Ltd) has had another 
successful year. We have been successful in winding up the NZ Board of ASID and acknowledge the 
tireless work of Adrian Higgins and Ben Crothers in this achievement. I would like to express thanks to 
a most supportive Committee in navigating this move while being inspirational in how we can meet the 
needs of NZ members. 
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BOARD REPORT

BOARD REPORT

Many of the ASID board members met for a day prior to the Queensland conference and focused on 
embedding new directions, ASID Board of Directors for 2018 include Angus Buchanan, Ben Crothers, 
Allyson Thomson, Bernadette Curryer, Sharon Brandford, Hilary Johnson, Richard O’Loughlin, Morrie 
O’Connor, Christine Bigby, Paul O’Dea, Ruth Firstbrook, David Treanor and Debbie Espiner. We are 
supported in our work by our Executive Officer, Dee Sidhu. 

In response to the sector change, our focus over the past 12 months has centred on ensuring that 
we are a modern and innovative organisation that is relevant and has capacity to influence within the 
Australasian sector. In February 2018 we engaged an external facilitator and set aside a day to reflect on 
what we have achieved, what is valued, what gaps need to be addressed and our future directions. This 
day set the wheels in motion for robust conversations about what work we should prioritise, balanced 
with our capacity and resources. 

At our November Board meeting we prioritised the following areas of business for development and 
action in 2019: 

 ● Events
 ● Scoping the Evidence 
 ● Partnerships

Watch out for more as 2019 unfolds. 
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ASID FINANCE COMMITTEE 

ASID FINANCE COMMITTEE 

ASID Ltd.’s finance committee is made up of the ASID treasurer, who is the chair of the committee, 
the ASID president, the ASID vice-president, and additional ASID members with a particular interest 
in finance. The committee members are currently, Ben Crothers, Laura Hogan, Angus Buchanan, and 
Adrian Higgins.

The finance committee’s role is to:
1. Review and monitor ASID Ltd.’s financial processes
2. Help the board to decide on ways to make more money 
3. Help the board to decide on better ways to spend money
4. Help the board to decide on the best way to invest our money

Review and monitor ASID Ltd.’s financial processes
The committee will sometimes be asked to look at a particular issue with how ASID Ltd’s financial 
systems work. Our focus recently has been on improving the way the board works with divisions to fund 
divisional activities. We want to make it as easy as possible for divisions to get the funding they need 
to support activities which benefit members and promote the company. A major decision we have made 
is to change the financial year for divisions to a calendar year. This means that divisions will prepare 
business plans for the next year, from January to December, which will go to the board for approval 
before the end of the current year. We think that this will work better for divisions as it means that 
divisions can prepare for activities in the following year after they have held the annual divisional meeting 
in October or November when there may have been changes to the divisional committee.

Help the board to decide on ways to make more money 
ASID can make more money by increasing how much money we make from our current sources of 
money – membership, publications, investments, and events – or by finding new sources of money. 
The finance committee considers suggestions and ideas about this, but always keeps ASID’s aims 
and objectives in mind. We also want our products and services to be affordable so we don’t want our 
membership to cost too much or to make our conferences too expensive to attend. 

Help the board to decide on better ways to spend money
It is important that the ASID board make good decisions about how we spend money. The finance 
committee finds ways for the company to save money or to spend money more efficiently. Recently 
we have been looking at how we can spend less money on running the company so we can spend 
more money on things that benefit our members and friends, like our podcast series, or our position 
statements. We are hoping to save money on our teleconferencing and videoconferencing, insurance 
costs, and IT services, for example.

Help the board to decide on the best way to invest our money
ASID usually has a good amount of money in the bank that we can use to invest which will mean we will 
get more money. It is the job of the finance committee to suggest to the board the best way to do this. At 
the moment we make regular short-term deposits into bank accounts and we also have a small amount 
of shares. 
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Finally, the finance committee would love to hear from members and friends of ASID with comments or 
suggestions about our work.

You can email me at

Have a great summer everyone!

Ben Crothers, Treasurer, ASID Ltd.

treasurer@asid.asn.au
Ben Crothers
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THE ASID MEMBERSHIP 
COMMITTEE

ASID MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

Who are we?
Allyson Thomson – Registrar
Divisional Membership Officers – currently Britta Meyer, Ian Pearce, Olive Webb, Morrie O’Connor, 
Darryleen Wiggins, Coral Farr, Linda Ward

What does the Membership Committee do?
 ● Review and monitor ASID membership, particularly at a divisional level.
 ● Recommend membership fee rates to the Board.
 ● Help the Board to decide on ways to attract and retain members as a part of the company’s income 

generation strategy.
 ● Provide opportunities for the inclusion of people with lived experience of intellectual disability and/or 

family members as members of ASID.
 ● Membership fees are an important part of the ASID budget. It is important that members get benefits 

that they want as a result of their membership.

What categories of membership are there?
 ● Individual: Full or Concessional
 ● Organisational: Gold, Silver or Bronze

What benefits are there to membership?

Organisational membership: 
Includes subscriptions to:

 ● Journal of Intellectual and Developmental Disability (JIDD)
 ● Research and Practice in Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (RAPIDD)
 ● Access to Intellectual Disability Australasia (IDA) 
 ● Discounts for publications, conference and event attendance
 ● Access to podcasts and other materials on the website

Gold - entitles 10 people discounts to events/conferences. 
Silver - entitles 5 people discounts to events/conferences. 
Bronze - entitles 2 people discounts to events/conferences. 
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Individual Membership: 
Includes subscriptions and online access to:

 ● Journal of Intellectual and Developmental Disability (JIDD) 
 ● Research and Practice in Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (RAPIDD)
 ● Access to Intellectual Disability Australasia (IDA)
 ● Discounts for publications, conference and event attendance
 ● Access to podcasts and other materials on the website

Who are our Gold Member Organisations?
 ● The Centre for Disability Studies (NSW), CCT (NZ), Te Roopu Taurima (NZ), Spectrum Care (NZ), 

NZCare Disability, Explore (NZ), IHC New Zealand, Inclusion Australia (Qld), Lifestyle Solutions 
(Tas), ONCALL Personnel and Management Services (Vic), Nulsen (WA).

What has the Executive Officer done to help membership?
 ● Worked with the Registrar and the secretariat on changing to a 1 July membership renewal date for 

everyone.
 ● Fortnightly e-news and coming events.
 ● Sending welcome email to all new members.
 ● Sending reminder email to all overdue/lapsed members.

What has the Board done to help membership?
 ● Supported the Annual Conference to share research with members and the community.
 ● Supported the production of position papers to inform members and the community.

What have the Membership committee done to help membership?
 ● Membership officers in each division follow-up member renewals.
 ● Membership officers have been contacting organisational members to ensure the correct nominated 

person is listed in the membership database.

What can members do to help membership?
 ● Hand out brochures at trade fairs, career expos and other suitable venues. 
 ● Talk to people in the sector about ASID and what it means to be involved.
 ● Forward event flyers to people in their networks.
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Reflecting on the 2018 ASID Conference in Queensland

Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive 
Sub-title.

ASID 2018 QUEENSLAND
Let’s shake it up: Human Rights for everyone

 Many delegates talked about the things they were taking away from the conference...

That first part, it was just the enormity of the problem of the use of restraint and seclusion in 
schools. And how while things are happening, what an enormous challenge it is to address that.

And the second, in the Mainstream and Me session, it was just so wonderfully invigorating to 
see people with intellectual disability in different ways, making employers realise that people with 
intellectual disability can be fantastic workers.

“

”
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2018 ASID CONFERENCE

I think just to make sure, 
in my life, to make sure 
that I do get a choice 
and I’m happy with 
the people that I am 
living with, and if I’m 
ever in that position for 
a professional level, I 
would make sure that 
I would ask, “Did you 
have a say in who you 
got to live with?”

“

”
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I think a really important message, too, was the need for, it’s 
not just about finding someone a job. It’s about the ongoing 
support, and really recognising that a lot of our models are 
around training people up, graduating from some sort of 
process, getting a job, and then that’s it. You don’t provide 
ongoing support. But when someone’s got an intellectual 
disability that is going to be part of their life forever, the 
support needs to be ongoing. Yeah.

2018 ASID CONFERENCE

I think it’s been really wonderful to have a community 
of early career researchers and PHD students here. I 
think there’s been such a great range of topics, there’s 
been Sophia Tipping’s work about voting. Lisa Hamilton’s 
work about meanings of home was amazing, it was 
such extraordinary research. Gina Andrews work about 
institutions and the policy legacy of institutions was 
sensational. Danielle Notara and Ellen Frazenbarbar just 
talked about their arts based methods. Erin Whittle’s work 
about mental health and Bronwyn Newman’s work about 
mental health. There’s so many other people who I’m not 
even going to mention but it’s just been a stand up for me, 
this conference.

“

”

“

”
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Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive Sub-title Descriptive 
Sub-title.

Distinguished Service Citation

ASID AWARDS
Recognising service to the ASID community

ASID recognises individuals who have had contributed much to 
the organisation over a sustained period of time. The Distinguished 
Service Citation award is conferred upon people who are current 
members of ASID, who meet these criteria. 

This is an honorary award and can be related to any areas of the 
business of ASID including but not limited to:

 ● Contribution to the ASID Board of Directors
 ● Contribution to the Divisions of ASID
 ● Convenor of ASID events
 ● Editorship of ASID publications

The Distinguished Service Citation for 2018 is Dr Olive Webb. 

President Laura Hogan with 
award recipient, Dr Olive Webb.

Olive Webb has made an outstanding and long-lasting contribution to the field of intellectual disability in 
Aotearoa New Zealand and Australia through a number of significant roles, as a clinical psychologist, 
researcher, practitioner, advocate, lobbyist, leader, change agent and educator. Her contribution to the 
disability and community sector has greatly enriched the lives of people with intellectual disability. This 
was acknowledged (2008) in Aotearoa New Zealand when she received Officer of the New Zealand Order 
of Merit for Services to Psychology and Intellectual Disability. 

Olive certainly meets the criteria for significant and sustain contribution to ASID. A small snap shot of this :
Olive has played a significant role at all levels of Aotearoa New Zealand ASID. In 2003, she was 
instrumental in re-forming ASID in Aotearoa New Zealand and was the inaugural President of ASID- 
Aotearoa New Zealand from 2003-2005.

She has been an active Board/Division member until the present and has held the membership portfolio 
for Aotearoa New Zealand

Olive has held the office of President, Vice President, Registrar and Director for the ASID Board of 
Directors. 

For Olive’s complete nomination, please refer to the awards section of the ASID website 
http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients

http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients
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ASID AWARDS

ASID AWARDS

Fellow of ASID

The title may be conferred on individual ASID members (including 
all classes of individual membership) in recognition of the member’s 
exceptional and significant contribution to the field of intellectual 
disability. Service to ASID is not a criterion for selecting ASID 
Fellows as the ASID Distinguished Service Citation focuses of 
service to ASID as an organisation. This contribution will have been 
in one or more of the following areas:

 ● Research,
 ● Service provision (including service development or 

improvement, administration),
 ● Advocacy and/or self-advocacy,
 ● Professional practice, and
 ● Teaching and staff training

For 2018 we have two very deserving recipients for the Fellow of 
ASID Award.

Associate Professor Patsie Frawley

Patsie has been recognised for her commitment to scholarship 
and her capacity to translate research into practice for people 
with Intellectual Disability (ID). She has made an exceptional and 
significant contribution to research and practice particularly in the 
field of sexuality for people with ID, as well as addressing issues 
related to the prevention of violence and abuse of people with 
disability.

Patsie’s research has both informed policy at a macro level and had 
direct impact on the lives of individuals with disability across Victoria 
and nationally. 

An important feature of Patsie’s research and development activities 
has been her long-standing and strong commitment to the co-design 
and co-production of research and policy.

For Patsie’s complete nomination, please refer to the awards section 
of the ASID website 
http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients

http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients 
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Journal Awards

2017 International Research Prize
Peter J. G. Nouwens, Rosanne Lucas, Petri J. C. M. Embregts & Chijs van Nieuwenhuizen (2017). 
In plain sight but still invisible: A structured case analysis of people with mild intellectual disability or 
borderline intellectual functioning. Journal of Intellectual and Developmental Disability 42/1: 36-44. 

Citation: This research examined a significant increase in the demand for support coming from people 
with mild and borderline intellectual disabilities. It invites international reflection on how societies should 
meet the extensive needs of these two distinct groups. 

2017 Australasian Research Prize
Christine Bigby, Emma Bould & Julie Beadle-Brown (2017) 
Conundrums of supported living: The experiences of people with intellectual disability. Journal of 
Intellectual and Developmental Disability 42/4: 309-319. 

Citation: This research identified impediments to realising the advantages of Supported Living 
arrangements, not least organisational churn. To support residents effectively, staff need new skills. 

Dr Michele Weise 

Michele has been making professional contribution to people with intellectual disability, their families and 
disability support professionals since the 1980s. Her earlier work focused on behaviour support, complex 
support needs, quality outcomes and reducing restrictive practices. 

Michele’s more recent work in the area of end of life care and death and dying is well known and highly 
regarded locally, nationally and internationally. She has always addressed this area with the utmost 
sensitivity, respect and dignity for all involved and her work is both ethically sound and brings positive 
direction and support to all stakeholders.

Michele was project coordinator for the “Dying to Talk” project that resulted in a noteworthy toolkit that is 
accessible for all. Overall, Michele’s work exemplifies ASID’s charge of translating “research to practice”.

For Michele’s complete nomination, please refer to the awards section of the ASID website 
http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients

http://asid.asn.au/about/awards_and_prizes/award-recipients
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Jack Kelly speaks about being an inclusive researcher

No Research About Us Without Us

Hi my name is Jack Kelly. I have been a researcher for three years. 
I got involved with the Centre for Disability Studies (CDS) by joining 
the Inclusive Research Network in the beginning of 2015. At the end 
of 2015 I got offered a part-time position at the CDS as a Research 
and Administration Assistant.

I have worked on many different research projects during my time at 
CDS. My first project was the Family & Community Services ADHC 
Inclusive Research Project. This project focused on how people felt 
about the closure of Family and Community Services when the NDIS 
was introduced.

INCLUSIVE RESEARCHERS COLUMN

NO RESEARCH ABOUT US WITHOUT US

tanya.riches@sydney.edu.au

If you would like to know more about where and when 
we meet contact the co-ordinator: Dr Tanya Riches 

Last year I worked on the Two of Us project. This project was an exploration of the relationships of 
people with intellectual disability in different social contexts. We did the interviews for this project in 
7 pairs of participants. We were able to showcase everybody’s stories on banners for CDS’s 20 year 
anniversary celebration. I was very fortunate to able to bring my own story to the table as well.

At the moment I am working on a project called Photo Tales. This project focuses on a day in the life of 
a uni 2 beyond student in the form of photos. In case you don’t know, uni 2 beyond is a program run by 
CDS that supports people with intellectual disability to attend Sydney University. I have been working on 
Photo Tales alongside my work colleague Sarah Wagstaff. We started this project by meeting up with 
uni 2 beyond students to explain to them what the project was about. Then they took photos around the 
Sydney University campus and we met up with them afterwards to talk about the photos that they took. 
After that we had a focus group for the participants to come together as a group to talk about the themes 
of the photos. We are planning to put these photos in an exhibition during inclusion week on campus.

I think my favourite part of doing research is being a person with a disability and not being a case study 
but doing research projects that I truly believe in and am passionate about. I think it’s important for 
people with disability to do research as it does show what a person with a disability can do if they put 
their mind to it. As I have said before it is important to not be a case study but being able to do research 
that is important to the individual.

I hope that you have enjoyed reading about what the Inclusive Research Network does.
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QUIZ

COMMUNITY CORNER

1

2

3

4

5

The 2019 ASID conference will be in South Australia, at the Hilton Adelaide, what is the 
theme of the conference?
A. Our time
B. Pushing the boundaries
C. The journey to a good life: taking control
D. To beg or to choose: you decide

Acronyms seem to be an unavoidable part of our work life, ‘ASID’ itself is what we usually 
say instead of the Australasian Society for Intellectual Disability, but how good are you with 
your acronyms….what are the full names of the organisations these acronyms stand for?
A. QDN
B. CID
C. DARU
D. DPA
E. SUFY
F. VALID
G. DDWA

The 2018 Distinguished Service Citation was awarded to Olive Webb this year, but who won 
it in 2017?
A. Keith McVilly
B. Vivienne Riches
C. Tanya Riches
D. Patsie Frawley

At the 2018 ASID Ltd. Annual General Meeting, the name Aotearoa New Zealand was 
formally adopted for our most eastern division. For those of us who want to improve our 
Māori language, one of the first things we could learn is how to say hello...so, we would say:
A. Kia kaha 
B. Kia ora
C. Aroha nui
D. Ka pai

In 2010, the law was changed in the USA and the term ‘intellectual disability’ was used 
instead of ‘mental retardation’. The change in the law was named after the young self-
advocate who had campaigned for the change. What is the name of the law?
A. Romany’s Law
B. Rosalyn’s Law
C. Rhonda’s Law
D. Rosa’s Law 

Answers on page 46
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COMMUNITY CORNER

DOCUMENTARY REVIEW

Making a murderer

This US movie documentary includes a man called Brendan Dassey 
who confesses to a murder he did not commit. Brendan has an 
intellectual disability and the movie shows how he was manipulated 
to confess and describe in lurid detail a murder he did not commit. 
This is an example of why people with intellectual disability are 
overrepresented in prisons and the need for an independent third 
person (or communication intermediary) to provide comprehension 
support. 

https://www.netflix.com/au/title/80000770

Netflix

Answers
Question 1: (C) The journey to a good life: taking control
(A was the theme of the 2013 conference held in Sydney, B was last year’s, in Hobart, and D was from 
the last time the conference was in South Australia, back in 2011.)

Question 2:
A. Queenslanders with Disability Network
B. Council for Intellectual Disability
C. Disability Advocacy Resource Unit
D. Disabled Persons Assembly NZ
E. Speaking Up For You
F. Victorian Advocacy League for Individuals with Disability
G. Developmental Queenslanders with Disability Network

Question 3: (B) Clinical Professor Vivienne Riches
Patsie Frawley actually was a co-winner (with Michele Wiese) of the Fellow of ASID award this year, 
which is the award Keith McVilly won last year. Tanya Riches is yet to win one of ASID’s service awards, 
but there’s still time!

Question 4: (B) Kia ora
Kia ora is used in other ways too, it can be a farewell, a thanks, or an acknowledgment.
The other choices are all positive statements but might not work that well as a ‘hello’…
A: be strong, C: lots of love, D: well done

Question 5: (D) Rosa’s Law
Rosa Marcellino was only nine years old when the law was passed, and had been fighting for several 
years with support from her family to change the language people used.

 https://www.netflix.com/au/title/80000770
 https://www.netflix.com/au/title/80000770
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UPCOMING EVENTS
www.asid.asn.au/events

For further information about Events visit www.asid.asn.au/events or email secretariat@asid.asn.au

ASID 2019 Conference

ASID Podcast

Recap on 2017/2018

Save the date! The next ASID conference is happening in Adelaide, 
South Australia on the 6-8 November 2019. The theme of the 
conference is The journey to a good life - taking control. The 
conference will be held at the Hilton Hotel. 

6-8 November
2019

Podcasts

Annual Report

Waiting for the next podcast? The next installment will be coming 
up in late 2018/early 2019. Hear about the highlights of ASID2018’s 
conference from keynotes and delegates who attended.

Want to know what the 2017-2018 year brought for ASID?
Go to http://www.asid.asn.au/about/annual-reports

https://www.asid.asn.au/events
https://www.asid.asn.au/events
http://www.asid.asn.au/about/annual-reports
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WHY JOIN ASID
ASID was established over 50 years ago and is still committed to the 
ideals that led to its creation to improve the quality of life for people 
with an intellectual disability. It is a strong and vibrant association 
comprising people working or studying in the area of intellectual 
disability, organisations providing services to those with intellectual 
disabilities and people with an intellectual disability and their families 
or carers.

Membership of ASID provides you with access to invaluable 
information, resources and the opportunity to develop contacts 
to better inform and equip your organisation to provide the best 
quality service to those with intellectual disabilities. We believe that 
this work has never been more important than it is today and ASID 
membership provides the opportunity, through a united society, to 
influence developments in the area of intellectual disability. 

Free Journal Subscriptions

Discounts to attend workshops, conferences and 
other events

Individual members receive online and print access and organisational 
members receive online access to the leading journals in intellectual 
disability: Research & Practice in Intellectual and Developmental 
Disabilities (RAPIDD) and the Journal of Intellectual & Developmental 
Disabilities (JIDD). Organisational members have discounted access 
to 6 other journals and individual members have online access to two 
other journals. Individual Members have free online access to two other 
leading journals.

ASID members enjoy significant discounts on the ASID Annual 
Conference, divisional events and workshops delegate fees. 
Organisational members are entitled to discounts for several staff to 
attend according to their level of membership.

JOIN US

ASID Monthly E-News. 

Don’t have time to keep up with the intellectual disability news and 
social media world each day? Don’t worry, this fortnightly service will 
arrive in your inbox and tell you what you have missed.
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Use of our Logo 

Intellectual Disability Australia Magazine (IDA)

Each quarter you will be emailed a copy of IDA that includes articles 
of general interest, stories from the intellectual disability community, 
forthcoming workshops and events. 

Organisations are entitled to use the ASID logo on their organisation 
websites and promotional material (Subject to conditions).

Opportunity to meet and exchange ideas

Become involved in the governance of ASID by being 
a member of the board, your local division committee 
or on a board committee 

our membership will also provide you with eligibility to be a decision 
maker and participate within the organisation, membership of a division 
that meets on a regular basis to pursue issues of local, national 
or international relevance together with locally organised regional 
conferences, seminars, workshops and social gatherings. 
It will also offer opportunities to meet and exchange ideas with people 
having similar interests in other parts of your region and the country.

Membership of ASID entitles you to join your local division committee 
and give you the opportunity to contribute and influence the 
development of ASID. As a divisional committee member you may 
stand for election to be a member of the board of ASID Ltd. You can 
also join one of the board committees.

For information on how to join, membership types and rates https://www.asid.asn.au/members

 https://www.asid.asn.au/members
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ASID COMMITTEES
Committee Chair and Email Role of Committee

Membership

Finance

Events

Publications

Position Papers

Communication

Partnerships 
and Projects

Allyson Thomson 
registrar@asid.asn.au 

Ben Crothers
treasurer@asid.asn.au 

Sharon Brandford
events@asid.asn.au 

Angus Buchanan 
vicepresident@asid.asn.au

To be appointed

Hilary Johnson
communications@asid.asn.au 

Bernadette Curryer
boardsecretary@asid.asn.au 

 ● To review and monitor ASID Ltd membership
 ● To recommend membership fee rates to the Board
 ● To attract and retain members as a part of the 

company’s income generation strategy

 ● To review and monitor financial processes 
 ● To help the board generate more income
 ● To help the board spend less money
 ● To help the board decide how to invest our money

 ● Develop and oversee guides and procedures
 ● Oversee appointment of Event Management 
 ● Ensure ASID events promote and demonstrate 

inclusion of persons with lived experience of 
intellectual disability 

 ● Develop and oversee policies and procedures 
related to ASID’s peer-reviewed journals

 ● Provide interface between the ASID and contracted 
publishers (Taylor and Francis)

 ● Develop processes, for and oversee appointments 
of Editors and Editorial Board Chairs

 ● To establish and document definitions, 
processes and guidelines for the development 
and endorsement of position statements, for 
presentation to the Board for approval

 ● Develop a strategy for the widest possible 
dissemination of position 

 ● The committee will formulate a timely response to 
any reactions to position statements

 ● Produce and publish IDA 4 x per annum
 ● To develop and distribute high quality, responsive, 

accessible communications with external 
stakeholders including members, consumers and 
stakeholders we wish to influence 

 ● To identify partnerships currently in place, at both 
a divisional and national level, sharing what is 
happening and strategies used across all divisions

 ● To identify and link with potential partners, ensuring 
mutual benefit eg. shared memberships

ASID COMMITTEES



WHY ADVERTISE IN IDA?

Intellectual Disability Australia (IDA) is ASID’s full-colour, 
electronic downloadable magazine. Published quarterly, it is 
distributed to ASID’s members and subscribers and made 
available free to all readers of the Association website. 

All artwork must be supplied as high-resolution (min 300 dpi) 
electronic files: jpeg, TIF, PDF or eps, with all fonts embedded. 
A4 portrait PDF would be easiest for us. If you have pre-made 
ads, we can just place these in without too much time. If you 
require artwork to be created for you, please contact us to 
confirm the cost and the time allocation.

A broad range of advertising options are available in IDA to 
suit your specific needs. 

Please email secretariat@asid.asn.au for further information 
about rates, specifications and our advertising policy.

Artwork Specifications

Intellectual Disability Australasia (IDA) 
is produced and distributed by the 
Australasian Society for Intellectual 
Disability. 
ISSN: 2206-4311
The views expressed in this newsletter 
are not necessarily those of the 
Australasian Society for Intellectual 
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